
Great Nations win without fighting "The right approach"  
 

Since the essay paper 2014, I have been seeing different opinions about how one should 
have solved the essay Great Nations win without fighting.I dont understand what all the 
different opinions are about.For a long time I have waited for someone to take a rational 
path but no one has done so. 
It is a simple essay in which you have to prove that nations win without fighting and by 
analyzing this statement, we can try to elaborate meanings of different words. 
Without Fighting:Fighting means combat here i.e if a country tries to win by fighting and 
then plundering other nations(Colonialism is an example)  
Great Nations:those nations which win without fighting are automatically great.(Of course 
there are those nations which win by fighting e.g America,UK but they have low moral 
ground so they cannot be considered as great).  
Winning:For god's sake it is not winning a war as nations do not win a war,armies 
do.Nations win by progressing over time.literacy,standard of life,opportunities for citizens 
define winning of nations. 
Important:Examples can be given from history but you will find very few examples from 
history as it became possible after world war 2 for nations to win without fighting.Examples 
from history will mostly prove that nations win by fighting. 
Now, a simple outline.  
1).write an intro by including the aforementioned points so that the examiner gets 
an idea that you have a complete understanding of the topic. 
2).Give the first example of germany. No fight after WW2 and winning. 
3).you can write about switzerland  
4).south korea 
5)come to asia and include japan 
6).neighboring china(No fighting or hegemony like america,still progressing) 
7).Muslim countries Malaysia 
8).Turkey 
9).present the case of pak and india and denounce war by saying that we can win 
without fighting. 
10)conclusion 
Note:Of course you will need data to prove by facts nd figures that the above mentioned 
countries are progressing nd they have not fought 
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